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A.S. faces
’serious’
absence
problem

Future plans
for fountain
still unclear

By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
Poor attendance at Wednesday’s
Associated Students Board of Directors meeting made it difficult for
members to accomplish anything.
We have a serious attendance
problem," said Terry McCarthy.
A.S. vice president and presidentelect, at the close of the nearly twohour meeting.
Attendance at last week’s meeting
was also pcitir.
Dan McIntosh. director of academic atTairs, suggested flip-flopping the agenda in order to give attention to the more important issues
that require a two-thirds vote for approval.
McCarthy decided the issue
needed to be confronted more directly.
Some people are in jeopardy of
losing their spot. Tomorrow I’m
going to send letters out." McCarthy
said.

By. Jeff Elder
The funds, along with a proposed
Daily staff writer
S15.000 from the AS.. would pay
S.ISL1 administration and the class for a new design which eliminates
of 19814 are continuing efforts to let standing water in the current founthe campus fountain flow again.
tain, reducing the risk of someone
What it ss ill look like, how touch sustaining injury in it.
it will cost, and when it will he
But though Ringe and seniors on
turned hack on for the first time in the A.S. hoard urged the A.S. to aptwo years remain mysteries.
prove the plan and move ahead with
But Bob Ringe. director of devel- fund raising. other A.S. hoard memopment and relations at SJSU and bers continued their reluctance to
Bill Brown from the Pacific Tele- rush into the plan.
"I have a lot of unanswered quesmarketing group returned to their
second straight Associated Students tions here: Terry McCarthy. A.S.
meeting Wednesday to propose a vice president and president-elect.
plan funded by the senior class. the told [tinge.
McCarthy said a meeting today by
alumni and the A.S. to redesign the
an A.S fountain committee could
fountain.
President Gail Fullerton ordered resolve some ot his oincerns.
Patricia Phillips. thret.tor of nonthe fountain shut off. saying an injury incurred hy someone playing in traditional minority allairs and next
year’s vice president. also expressed
it could result in a law suit.
Ringe and Brown. mm conjunction concern about quickly approving the
with representatives of the senior plan.
"I don’t like the idea of matching
class, have proposed that a telemarketing campaign he initiated to con- student pledges with student fees."
tact the class of 1988 and ask them she said, referring to the proposal
for donations as a class gift.
See FOt ’\ I 1/N, back page

Only five out of the 12 -member
board remained until the end of the
meeting.
A.S. Adviser Jim Cellini v, :isn’t
surprised at Wedneday’s slim attendance.
"Attendance tends to drop off toward the end of the year." he said.

Muddy truck-pull
concerns Gilbert

A budget stipulation and a fiscal
resolution could not be voted on
Wednesday because there were less
than two-thirds of the hoard present
Both agenda items require at least
a two-thirds attendance (eight of the
12 -member board) for approval.
"If there were eight members present, all eight would have to vote in
See ABSENCE, back paec

Kendra Luck Daily staff
April showers have finally gii en the Bay area
some relict Itmist
Hy warm weather.

photographer

1 et one umbrella is still enough for two friends as
they walk out of the Student t 11i1111 mphitheater.

Nursing majors stage disaster
By Suzanne I* Long
Daily staff writer
The 7.4 earthquake has just
stopped but already the injured are
emerging from the building. Some
come on foot, others on makeshilt
stretchers. Frantically a woman
pushes through the crowd looking
for her child.
It is your job to remain calm and
decide who needs help and who can
wait. You know that only a few supplies are available. A reporter arrives
and starts asking questions. Blood is
everywhere.
This is the scenario the Disaster
and Emergency Nursing class will
face Monday morning outside the
Health Center.
Carole Jewett, the instructor of
Nursing 107. designed the drill so
students could practice the triage
skills they’ve learned this semester
I liage is the French word or sort

’Part of the whole scenario is to make it as
realistic as possible.’
Carole Jewett.
Nursing 107 instructor
inc. lewett said. In this case, the stu- make it as realistic as possible. dents ss ill he sorting the people Jewett said.
according to the seriousness of their
Chris Snider, a junior in nursing.
injuries.
said she’s "a little nervous about
The goal. she said, is to make doing the right thing.- But, she con"quick emergency assessments."
tinued. "you know it’s not real and
Jewett has asked the Coast Guard, that makes a difference."
from the training center in Petaluma.
"I’m just curious to see how
to make 10 to 12 students look as if things go.- said Usha Singh. a juthey are suffering real injuries.
nior in nursing.
Injuries will include fractures,
Each student who participates in
burns, crushed jaws, glass cuts and a the drill will receive a role. Besides
"portruding pipe from the chest being injured and helping those who
wall." she said.
are, sonic students will act as crowd
"Part of the whole scenario is to controllers, news reporters ant

Residents air views on sex, rape
Set limits early,
students suggest
By Douglas Alger
Daily staff writer
"It takes a lot more guts to
no to sex, if you’re pressured.
said panelist John Atkins during
Wednesday night’s discussion Oil
dating.
Approximately 45 people par
ticipated in the Date Rape Aware
ness Week forum, designed to
compare people’s views on sex
roles, dating. and rape.
"Even if you’re very interested, it is a very difficult quesfion to juggle, how to approach
someone." audience member
Alice Willoughby said.
Beginning at 7:30 p.m.. the
program lasted just over an hour
and a half, with both panelists
and audience members offering
their opinions.
"The first date is your chance
to set your limits," said Jae June.
a Hoover Hall resident adviser.
Participants expressed differing responses to a variety of questions, ranging from "Who should
pay for a date?" to "What exactly is rtitilk?"
"Whoever asks a person out
should pay," said Chris Bindy. a
Hoover Hall resident.
"The man should always
pay," responded another audi-
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stunned survivors looking for family
and friends.
The crowd, the noise and the wandering people are necessary.. Jewett
said, to make the drill realistic.
"IThe students) have to be able to
deal with it she said.
The students w ill loon groups on
the side lawn and when a whistle
blows the exercise starts. explained
Jewett. Gradually. the injured will
emerge from the building. The drill
begins at 8 a.m. and will run through
10 a.m.
"If they’re participating in (the
drill) in any way, I’ll give them It)
extra points.- Jewett said.
Jewett was originally going to
work with the Health Center building coordinator to plan the drill. hut
that tell through. She said, however,
that she’s received "more than
enough cooperation" arranging the
VURSING. back page

B) Kalif "
Daily staff writer
A truck -pull on the Spartan Stadium field Saturday has raised issues
and concerns over the damage it
could do. but the promoter and Athletics Director Randy. Hoffman sa)
there is no reason for concern.
’Of course our first concern is the
protection of the field,- Hoffman
said. "But we have a clause in the
contract that says if the field is per
manently damaged. they will have to
pay to replace the whole field. Randy Hoffman.
The Grand National Motorsport
SJSU athletics director
Spectacular has tour-wheel drive vehicles racing as are two-wheel drive
and dragster tractors. The races take me that they can protect the field adplace in dirt, and sometimes mud, equately and that in a matter of days
the field will he back to its former
with the trucks following a course.
The promoters, however, protect condit ion. "
Besides the covering. tv,c)-M, -four
is
what
down
laying
the field by
called P.V.C. field covers that pro- hoards are laid down along with a
tect the surface of the field while layer of plastic before the dirt is put
also providing a surface for the down for the trucks to race in
The idea of having events in the
trucks to race on.
"(The promoters) come in quite stadium conies from a debt that is
owed
on the stadium that must he
prepared and we have looked into
what’s been done at other stadi- paid hack. Hoffman said.
"Ted
Cady. whim works at the
urns.’ ’ Hoffman said.
Claude Gilbert. SJSU’s head foot- (SJSU) Foundation actively looks
for things to take place in the staball coach, is concerned.
"With the concerts, they didn’t dium such as concerts and this truck
protect the field and it was in sub -par event.’’ Hoffman said.
’I am all for paying off the debt
condition all season,- Gilbert said.
See F/ELD, b,t,.k page
"However, they have expressed to

’(The promoters)
come in quite
prepared and we
have looked into
what’s been done at
other stadiums.’

Scientists try to dispel mystery
surrounding Shroud of Turin
11 Kara Alyers
Daily stall writer
Researchers t ’nal I ha% c an ipportunity to lay to rest
doubts surrounding the Shroud of Turin using sophisticated carbon 14 dating methods, a prominent U.S.
chemist told SJSU students and faculty Tuesday night.
The Shroud of Turin. which is said to have covered
the dead body of Jesus. has been wrapped in controversy
since 1357 when it was first displayed in a small French
parish. said Garman Harhottle. a senior scientist at
Brookhaven Laboratories in New York.
Skeptics say the shroud, which carries Jesus’ image,
is a clever forgery. whereas devout believers insist it is a
miraculous creation. Harlxittle said.
Carbon -dating methods allow a scientist to date the
relic using a piece of the cloth the size of a postage stamp

without ruining the shroud or the image.
This may he the only chance researchers will haye to
date the shroud, hut the Vatican is making it dill icult for
them to do so. Harbottle said.
The shroud, which is owned hy the Roman Catholic
Church. is housed in Turin. Italy . under the care of the
Archbishop of Turin, Cardinal Ballestrero.
Skeptics say it was carefully painted with thin paints
as an experiment by Leonardo Da Vinci. while believers
say the image was formed by a release of energy at the
moment of death. Others say it was formed by a release
of energy at the moment ill resurrection.
Originally, the plan was for seven laboratories to receive pieces of the cloth for analysis. That number has
See SHROUD, back page

Halls host first annual pool tourney
Hoover, Royce
expect 45 people
Ron Green Daily staff photographer
Connie Harding, left, and Matthew Schmuck, both resident advisers, discuss dating, sex roles and rape with 45 SJSU students.
ence member,
All in attendance did agree that
a person should he allowed to say
no to sex at any time, and that
rape is never the victim’s fault.
Any kind of forced sexual contact or coerced sexual contact was

the group’s informal definition of
rape for the purposes of the discussion.
"It seemed like a lot of people
were talking. Si, I’d say it went
well," said Gary Timko. chairSee PANEL, bark page

y Lisa Ostroski
Daily staff writer
There are all kinds of theories attached to pool shooting. Some of
them are serious and some of them
aren’t.
For example, the quality of your
shooting changes with your competition; the tighter the rack, the better
the break, your ability is directly related to your blood alcohol content;
and the ever popular. it’s all in the

wrist.
Some of these theories will he put
tel the test this weekend when Royce
Hall hosts its first annual pis)) tournament with Hoover Hall. Elimination games began Wednesday and
will continue until there are only two
players from each hall.
The four players will compete in
the semi-finals at 3 p.m. Saturday at
Royce. The two remaining players
will play for a two-and -a -half -foot
trophy at 3 p.m. Sunday.
The organizer of the event. Michael Mariam, said the idea evolved
from the fact that "there are a lot of
nix)l fanatics at Royce.’

He and a friend started talking
about organizing a tournament last
semester and received such a posr
live response from other hall residents that they went ahead with the
plans.
"Within two days after we put up
the sign-up sheet, 25 people from
Royce alone had signed up." Mari ant said.
He said there was already a lot of
interaction between the people at
Royce and Hoover Hall so they
asked the residents at Hoover to participate.
There were a total of 45 players.
See P001., back page
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Old autos are flat-out fun
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How many can
you get right?
Associated Press
How much do is sit remember about the stories
ret curly? ij you score
that have been in rlii
fewer than five ci,t 1,. antwers. yitt have been
vending too much lion on the crossword. If you
get eight or more right. totS nth’ out -A.
I . An item for taxpayers came from the Treasury, a study saying that during the Reagan administration the number of high -income Americans: (a)
has risen sharply and so has their share of the total
Federal taxes: ( hi has declined while their share of
taxes has risen: (el has declined and so has their
share iml taxes
2. The hitter Bab) !kt custody fight ended in a
Newark. N.J.. court v% ith surrogate mother Mary
Beth Whitehead -Gould: (a I being denied visitation
rights: (hi being granted supervised visitation
rights: (ci is inning unsupervised visitation rights.
3. to replace Deputy Attimmey General Arnold
I. Burns. who resigned. Attorney General Edwin
Meese III appointed as Acting Deputy Attorney
General: fa) John C. Shepherd, (b) Francis A. Keating: (ci William F. Weld.
4 China said the Dalai 1.:1111a could return to
live in Tibet provided he abandoned his campaign
the Dalai Lama: (a) actor Tibet’s independence
% epted the offer: lb) dismissed the offer, but said he
would continue to negotiate with the Chinese gm eminent: (cm rejected the offer and any further dealings with the Chinese government.
5. Juan Ramon Matta Ballesteros was in the
news -- he is: (a) a Nicaragua Contra leader who
engineered a key agreement with Sandinista government: (h) a Spanish golfer who won the European championship for a record tenth year: lc I a key
suspect in the murder of an American drug agent in
Mexico who was arrested in Honduras.
6. Thc,National Academy of Sciences, seeking
its improve. the American diet, called tor: tat gardeners to grow spinach rather than iceberg lettuce:
lb) changes in cattle raising to reduce cholesterol in
meat, (c) school and hospital meal services to use
only skim milk
7 Conan Owen. an American free-lance photographer accused of drug trafficking in Barcelona.
Spain. was: (a) convicted and sentenced to six years
in prison in Spain: lb) acquitted and freed: (c) found
guilty and transferred back to the U.S. to ,ene a
four-year prison term
S. The Census Bureau said that by last year in
the United States: la ) there were more than 90 million households for the first time, hut on average
each contained fewer people: (hi there were more
than 90 million households for the first time, with
the average household up to 2.75 people from 2.64
the year before: tem the number of households had
declined to ihi.14 million, hut each contained more
people.
9. To replace Evan Mecham. the Republican
governor of Arizona who was convicted and removed from office, the state’s first female governor
was sworn in she is: tat
Rose Bird: (to Rose
Mulford: tcl Arlene Violet
10. The National Collegiate Athletic Association basketball title was won 53-79 by: (a) Villa.
novaover Kansas: ( h) Oklahoma over Georgetown:
(t:t Kansas over Oklahoma
3 01
51 (I
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’Green-eye’ rears its ugly head
licheyed mi
As a :Me. I hay
monsters since 1 was a kid.
Back then, sleeping at night meant
closing the curtains to keep bloody
red eyes from peering in. Darkness
scared me because, along with sleep.
it imitated death
When you’re in college. sleep
equals life. It’s the waking hours that
bring the demons.
When the semester began. a certain demon managed to find me. Evil
and green-eyed. it’s the kind of
monster that destroy s the "I’m OK.
you’re OK philiisophy we teamed
in grade school
Jealousy used to he someone
else’s primhlem. It plagued the
greedy . the mean -spirited, the insecure - never me. I had no time for
wasteful feelings.
This was especially true with
women. Jealousy. I felt. stotid for
immaturity . not affection Iinlike
other guys. I hardly flinched is hen
someone (lined si.ith my girlfriend or
asked her out.
Trust was the key If she wanted
to date others. no amoutu of Jealousy would chanee het mind In

Vic Vogler
terms ol sensitivity and understanding. I felt like Phil Donahue could
have (canned from mile
WIWI happened to change that is
long and emotional In shiwt, I had
to slay ii monster mote dangerous
and cunning than even Jealousy. Its
name is I )enial.
Although I hate Jealousy . at least
it was honest with toe Denial stayed
hidden. feeding on my illusion of
tiptightness It clammed iny. darker
!relines intim a box, hoping they
would disappear
But through pain and the -eirl of

my dreams.- Denial itself disappeared. In its place, along came Jealousy.
Suddenly I became an irrational,
immature guy who tensed at the
thought of my friend dating someone
else. I was ashamed and bewildered.
I was also in love with her.
In time, that seemed to make everything OK. I came to realize that
feelings are never wrong, they just
. . are. They exist and demand expression.
When she and I dated. I denied
jealousy, giving it control. When I
finally let it run free, the green-eyed
monster stopped nagging me. He
still visits once in a while, but never
for long.
Jealousy taught me that I should
never stand aloof from my feelings.
And experience taught me that I
needn’t suffer from them, either.
In the end, confrontation is the
key to slaying our monsters. That’s
how I dealt with Jealousy and those
bloody red eyes outside my window.
That’s also how Evan Mecham was
impeached.

Letters to the Editor
is imliout one I riffled my car in 1983
on Interstate SO. a a result of my
Ldrior
seat hell. 1 dill here to is rite about it.
The controyersy over mandatory Ni’ lav, Is necessary III keep me
helmet taus tor motorcycle riders buckled up
et supporters of the
has been corninumg for many years seat belt lass ritd the pioprued helacross the country It comes again to met lass
;gigue that the laws
Califimmia, and to the pages of your are necessaly to -protect time pub paper The editiniali/ers and letter
I di not agree
writers who hae so far responded
I he best uay to protect the public
seem to he missing what I think is is not h% adding additional restricthe central issue That is, not tions on their behavior land. I might
whether this law should exist or not. add. additional enforcement burdens
but whether there is an effeche al
cni the police and additional tinetemative to legislat it in
genetating %whitlow. lor the state.)
As with the inandahrry seat belt The hest way to both protect and to
law, a mandatory helmet law is an sent- the public is through educaattempt to deal with ignorance tion. Responsible moot cy cle opera
through sanction. I have seen the re- lion. including sell-prolection by the
sults of head-on collisions involving rider. is only ixissible through’ edu
motorcycles. both with and without
mmmliii
A mandatory helmet lass . like the
helmets. As a result. I never ride

Educate the bikers

ARE YOU
((WINO?. MARRY
A SEX -STARVED

V/RGIN?! I WANT
A GUY

EXPERIENCE

WILL YOU
MARRY ME ’7

ARE YOU

CRAZY? W
YOUR PAST SEX
HISTORY
ID BE SAFER
PLAYING

Russ IAN

ROULETTE’

mandatory seat belt law, is an overreaction to a symptom. It does nothing to address the real problem,
namely, inadequate motorcycle operation education. But laws are
quicker. simpler and cheaper than an
education program. and in this society quickness and cheapness seem
to be the primary motivating factors
for action. Besides, laws shield lawmakers front responsibility. They’ll
he able to say they "did their bit"
and the highway deaths due to ignorance will continue
David R. Vohn
Senior
RadiorTelevision/Film

A ’tough’ major speaks
rdiisii.
Julie Rogers leaves out some details when she complains about student apathy. Yes, there is a good
deal of indifference at SJSU and
other schools on today’s issues, but
the circumstances are different today
than they were in the 1960s, when
student protesting was at its height.
One factor is that most SJSU students are commuters, making ml
much harder for them to get involved
in student activities. Another factor
is that a great deal of students have
to work to be able to go to SJSU.
They truly don’t have the time to get
involved. Julie would have people
believe that students have loads of
extra time to spend on protesting.
This may be true for mentally lightweight majors such as journalism or
art, but I know personally that a
major such as engineering is very
time consuming and challenging.
leaving me with little or no extra
time. I don’t want any sympathy for
this. but I don’t appreciate being
thrown in with everyone else and
being called apathetic.
Perhaps another reason students
seem unresponsive is that the issues
of today are not as compelling as the
ones back in the 1960s.
People usually don’t have a march
in support of something. If students
could find and issue that they can all
agree on and want to stop. like Vietnam in the 1960s. there would be
more and larger protests
Mark Carlson
Junior
Marketing

some Americans. an automobile isn’t just a
To3,000-pound object that can take you from
Point A to Point B. A car is an extension of
their personality. Some like big ones that are spacious and offer a comfortable ride. Others like
small, nimble ones that are fuel efficient and cute.
For others, their favorite cars are the American built autos produced from the ’60s to early ’70s.
The ones with a sporty, aggressive look with a
powerful V-8 engine lurking under the hood. Cars
known as the "musclecar." Ford Mustangs. Chevrolet Camaros. Dodge Chargers. AMC AMXs and
the list goes on.
The musclecar, like baseball, hot dogs and
apple pie, is a purely American tradition. The musclecar was the king of the road at a time when
horsepower was the name of the game. They were
all based on just one thing lots and lots of horsepower. The more the better. And with fuel prices at
about 40 cents per gallon. who cared about the 15
miles per gallon highway average.
But as the ’60s ended, the government began to
crack down on the automakers of these neck -snapping machines. Safety and environmental concerns
grew too great to ignore. By the time the 1972 car
model year rolled in. the musclecar was a tamed down version of its old self. No longer the street
brute it once was. Once the 1973 gas crunch hit.
production of these fire -breathing monsters was
killed. A few more gas crunches and the used car
market was flooded with unwanted, gas-guzzling
musclecars.
But something happened in the late ’70s.
You remember that time. Life in America had
become boring. Nostalgia was big. We had
"Happy Days." "Laverne and Shirley." oldies
radio and clubs and organizations springing up all
over the place dedicated to keeping the past alive.
America was thriving on the obsolete, only because
there was nothing new to get excited about. The
baby boom generation was banging gears to middle
age, its hair and teeth began falling out and it
wanted nothing more than to get a second chance at
youth. Who could blame them?
If you weren’t a disco-dwelling advertisement
for hair spray and gold chains or a new wave punk
rocker. the ’70s was a dull time to be alive.
So how did some of those baby boomers recap
ture their youth and excite their lives. They bought
an old musclecar like a Oldsmobile 4-4-2 or Shelby
GT-350 and restored it to the way it was when it
came off the showroom floor some 15 years before.
The Great American Musclecar phenomenon
had begun.
()Icier, wiser and sometimes more affluent, the
’60s baby boomers began to realize how
much fun and how well made these toys of
their youth really were. A vast majority of the current musclecar owners are replacing a performance
machine they unceremoniously sold many years
ago. To get back the car that gave them an adrenalin rush whenever the gas pedal went to the floor.
Others getting into the musclecar resurgence are
the enthusiasts who couldn’t afford that car when it
was new, but now has the income to purchase the
car he has always wanted. 20 years later.
Another Owning aspect of owning a musclecar
is the investment potential. Here is a commodity
that will appreciate as much as 20 percent a year.
depending on the car, of course.
A "clean" 1969 Mustang Boss 429 in 1981
went for about $6,000. Now that same car goes for
over $25.000. A 1970 Plymouth 426 Hemi ’Cuda
worth $4,500 in 1981 now goes for $27,000. What
a great way to invest your money!
Have you ever tried sitting in a bank vault
watching your money earn interest? Boring with a
capital B! Now jump into a 454 Chevelle or a Mustang Mach I powered by a 428 Super Cobra Jet and
tromp on the pedal
that’s fun! So now you’re
owning your dream car, driving it for fun and still
making money by just possessing it.
Thus, scores of beautifully restored original
inusclecars have conte out of the woodwork in the
’80s and flooded cruise spots. hangouts and car
shows all across the country. Originality and authenticity became the watchwords of the day.
Stone -stock interiors, matching serial numbers,
meticulously restored engine compartments and
rare factory options are today as much part of the
car-owning experience as on -board computers and
space-age composites.
Old musclecars may well be the best in rolling
high performance machinery; quick, stylish and incredibly appealing and simple to work on. They
also offer fulfillment for many who are no longer
pleased with the offerings from Detroit.
Sure. Ford and General Motors are still producing V-8 powered cars, but turbocharged four cylinder. front -wheel drive cars are the future. V-8 engines powered at the rear wheels will soon be a
fond memory in dealer’s showrooms in the near future. People still yearning for these types of cars are
going out and buying an old supercar with that certain appeal rather than spending S25.000 on a 350
1ROC Camaro that will depreciate 25 percent once
you drive it off the lot.
As long as people appreciate the supercars of
the ’60s and early ’70s, the musclecar phenomena
is bound to grow and become an even more formi
dable force in the automotive world
Nelson Cardadeiro is the Sports Editor. If
you are still a nonbeliever in the Musclecar Phenomena, he asks you to head up to Fremont on
Sunday and attend the great "Musclecar Shootout" at Flaylands Raceway. There you will see
hundreds of pristine examples being shown and
raced. "Shifting (;ears" appears every other
Friday.
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Moscow agrees
to pull troops
in Afghanistan

Hot stuff

Kendra Luck

Voile I wanaga. a graduate student in

art, storks on a piece

Daily staff photographer

of glass she is blowing in the Industrial Studies Building

Student, alumnus open business
By Serena Griffith
Daily staff writer

When business major Gregory
Jackson met fellow SJSU student
Dardanio Manuli, a friendship was
horn that would carry them both into
a business adventure.
Jackson. now an alumnus of the
School of Business. and Manuli,
who hopes to graduate with a marketing degree in December, are the
"new guy s on the block" in Los
Gatos. later this month, they plan to
open an upbeat fashion store of Italian clothing on the town’s ritzy
North Santa Cruz Avenue.
The store will sell garments created by Benetton. a fast-growing apparel company based in Ponzano,
Italy, that has granted them a franchise.
"Nearly everything we will have
in the store is made in Italy." said
Jackson as he sat in the empty building where workers were pounding
nails into hare walls.
The store is an empty shell now,
hut by its grand opening, scheduled
for April 30 and May I. it will he an
achievement in retail outlet art.
Manuli said that right now he
"just can’t wait to open it."
Jackson said the front of the store
will be so unique looking that he and
Manuli had to seek permission from
the Los Gatos Planning Commission
to build it. The shiny "burnt" metal
they planned to install was nearly rejected by the commission.
The inside of the building will he
just as fashionably hi -tech, he said.
With an area just shy of 1,5(10
square feet. Jackson said this store
will he three times as large as the
Valley Fair Benetton store and larger
than the Vallco outlet as well. It will
be one of only three Benetton "superstores.’ on the West Coast, which
he said will carry men’s, women’s
and children’s clothing.
Manuli is the son of a successful

Italian businessman and is also an
Italian citizen. He grew up in Switzerland, but came to the United
States where has lived here for less
than two years.
When he and Jackson began discussing the idea of a franchise, he
had already been researching the
idea of a Bennetton outlet in Los
Gatos for about a year.
As an Italian citizen. Manuli cannot apply for a job and cannot draw
salary. He can, however, be a shareholder in the store he is opening with
Jackson.
"I won’t see any money for at
least three years so this is mainly an

’Nearly everything we will have in the store
is made in Italy.’
Gregory Jackson,
SJSU business major
investment," Manuli said.
Jackson had to make a tough decision as he pondered whether to take
a risk with Manuli or continue with
his job search through on -campus interviews with companies such as
Hewlett-Packard and General Electric. Now, he’s glad he took the risk
and calls his new work "the college
grad’s dream."
Lately, he has spent his days contacting suppliers and media service
companies, coordinating construction, and conducting interviews. He
encounters new challenges and problems every week, but said he is attacking problems with "tenacity,
perseverance, and determination.’
Manuli has shared in every step of
the struggles. He didn’t understand
the problems he and Jackson encountered when the Los Gatos Planning Commission was unsupponive
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of the changes they proposed to the
building.
"I thought that with $100,(X)0
worth of renovations they would be
happy, hut they weren’t." he said.
The planning commission finally
approved the changes. but Manuli
said the unnerving experience of presenting his ideas to the commission
was like "being on trial."
Jackson agrees that the two have
encountered "one significant obstacle after another," hut said "fate"
led him into the business and he
plans to stay.
"The personal satisfaction of
doing something like this is so great.

.g.pran

5an

ne 55ere Cnivenin

I have much more responsibility."
His days are busy and he predicts
he won’t have a weekend off for the
next five months, but he is happy
with his decision to enter the world
of self-employment. The store, he
said, is his "baby" and looks forward to arriving at work each day.
If I worked for Hewlett-Packard,
I would just clock in and clock out:.
he said.
In this business, however. he
knows he is indispensable.
His SJSU education in finance
prepared him for some of the things
he has encountered, such as a request to compile financial projections fora hank.
On the other hand. he said,
"There have been things (I’ve done)
in the last three months that school
can in no way prepare you for."
Some of those were the encounters with the planning commission.
Other problems were with contractors, workers and suppliers.
"We’ve learned the hard way,"
he said.
Meanwhile, he said he’s excited

but "we have to get things done."
He hopes for the store’s success
not only for himself and Manuli, but
for the town of Los Gatos as well.
He believes the introduction of brand
names to the shopping district there
will bring in more recognizable, stable products. Benetton is the product
he believes will begin the trend.
The company sold close to $1 billion worth of apparel last year. One
reason for such high sales was their
policy.
manufacturing
flexible
which allows one of the best response times in the industry to fashion preferences.
Perhaps the most remarkable policy is their procedure of cutting and
sewing all garments in their natural
color, then holding the dying process
until sales records reveal the most
popular colors.
With such a high level of market
awareness combined with Italian stylishness. Jackson is confident about
the success of the Benetton brand in
America.
"For centuries, Italians have had
the most fantastic designs in the
world. Just look at Ferraris; just look
at Leonardo DaVinci." he said.
The store’s ceiling, however, will
he not he painted. Jackson and Manuli have planned a catchy, complex
lighting system instead.

For the Record
UPD officer Bruce
Lowe facilitated the self
defense program in Washburn Hall ("Committee,
UPD teach self defense).
If you notice something
which you know is incorrect, please write to the
Spartan Daily, San Jose
State University, One
Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192.
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Shultz and Perez de Cuellar
stressed that the accord will let the
Afghan people determine their fate.
The United Nations estimates 1.5
million Afghans have been killed in
the war, which began after an April
1978 communist coup. More than
10,000 Soviets have died in the
fighting, Western sources estimate.

Bomb blast rips through U.S. club
NAPLES, Italy (AP) An explosion ripped through a club for U.S.
service men in Naples Thursday and
killed at least four people. the U.S.
Consulate said. Italian authorities
said the blast was likely from a car
bomb,

The consulate did not yet know
the identities of the dead and injured
and did not know how many were
U.S. servicemen, Randall said.
A police spokesman in Naples
said earlier that there were some
dead and between 10 and 15 injured
at the United Service Organizations
club.

Consulate spokesman Tim Randall said that according to preliminary records four to five people were
killed and about 20 injured. An Associated Press photo stringer said he
saw two bodies covered with a blanket at the entrance to the club for
U.S. servicemen.
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Randall said an investigation is
continuing but that Italian authorities
believe the 8 p.m. (2 p.m. EDT)
blast was caused by. a bomb in a car
outside the club.
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$3.00 Kamikaze
Shakers
$1.00 Draft Beer

COMPUTER
MEET
SWAP
HIGHTECH FLEA MARKET

(Pint)
$1 25 Well

Drinks

AND MINI SHOW

April 16. 1988

10 am to 5 pm

Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
SALES EXTRAVAGANZA
CONSIGNMENT TABLE
ADMISSION $.5
SELLING SPACES FROM 8150

NORTWVAIST COMPUTIR SWAP
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
344 Tully Roscl. San Jose CA
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\

Campbeil Pavilion
4081 5757971

Located on the corner of
market and San Fernando
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Grande Pizzeria Special Offer
One Time Only!

Finest

tir

Grande is giving you the best
prices on delicious pizzas!
Plus, you can keep using the
coupon until each size pizza
is bought!
Small 3 item pizza

Krishna. Peters.,

M01,1",

which backs the government, for agreeing to guarantee the accord.
Aides then carried the leatherbound documents from one minister
to the next for signing. Copies go to
each country and the United Nations.
The agreement commits Pakistan
and Afghanistan to not support "directly or indirectly, rebellious or secessionist activities" against each
other, and it provides for the withdrawal of Soviet troops who entered
Afghanistan in 1979 to help the government.
Shultz said the accord was "a goal
the world has sought" for a long
time, and he said he was confident
the Soviet Union would begin its
troop withdrawal on schedule May
IS.
But in Pakistan. President Mohammed Zia ul-Haq said today he
foresees continued turmoil in Afghanistan because the agreement
doesn’t address the issue of a new
government to replace the one
headed by President Najib.
There is no provision in accord to
end the war, and it says nothing
about the composition of future Afghan governments.
Pakistan said it would continue to
withhold recognition of the Kabul
government pending formation of a
new (Inc.
The Afghan guerrillas have said
they will continue their war until the
government is deposed. No guerrilla
leaders attended the signing ceremony.

GENEVA (AP) The United
States and the Soviet Union today
signed an accord to end Moscow’s
intervention in Afghanistan and
allow the Red Army to start pulling
out its 115,000 troops on May IS.
Afghanistan and Pakistan also
signed the agreement in a solemnni
10-minute ceremony in a marble and
gold council chamber at U.N. headquarters. Pakistan was representing
the Afghan guerrillas, who have
vowed to continue their war to oust
the Marxist government in Kabul.
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz. who signed for the United
States, said the agreement would
allow the people of Afghanistan to
determine their own future and to restore the independence they have
earned through "blood and sacrifice.’ Foreign Minister Eduard A.
Shevardnadze signed for the Soviet
Union.
Secretary -General Javier Perez de
Cuellar of the United Nations said
the
U.N.-mediated
agreements
"represent a major stride in the effort to bring peace to Afghanistan."
Also signing the accord were Foreign Minister Abdul Wakil of Afghanistan and Acting Foreign Minister Zain Noorani of Pakistan.
The settlement followed six years
of on -again, off-again negotiations
between Afghanistan and Pakistan,
which neighbors Afghanistan and is
home to an estimated 3 million Afghan refugees.
The Moslem insurgents fighting
the Marxist Afghan government for
10 years have headquarters in Pakistan. Pakistan also serves as the conduit for foreign military aid to the
guerrillas.
Perez de Cuellar opened the 10minute ceremony by thanking Afghanistan and Pakistan for their
"tireless efforts." He also thanked
the United States, which supports
the guerrillas, and the Soviet Union.

*Groups Welcome
*PCAA Action

$6.00

Medium 3 item pizza $7.00
large 3

Co-op Account Esersetveli.
Rarhora Hunt Geri Weigel

item pizza

$8.00

X -Large 3 item pizza $9.00

GRANDE PIZZERIA
150 East San Carlos Street
on the corner of 4th Street
(408) 292-2840

Good For Take
Out Orders Only
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Spartans’ men’s tennis
falls to tough Utah squad

tIl/m Green

By Ron Haynes
Daily staff writer
After defeating Cal State Hayward 8-1 on Tuesday afternoon,
the SJSU men’s tennis team
(11-13) was unable to duplicate
the feat Wednesday against Utah
3-15).
A balanced team that is ranked
among the nation’s top-20. Utah
beat the Spartans by a 6-3 score.
Utah was evenly skilled in both
the singles and doubles to the degree that it didn’t have to play exceptionally well in either to beat
SJSU who is currently plagued by
a number of injuries.
"There’re very even," said
Gary Peralia who lost to Brendon
Bowler 6-3, 6-3. "It’s hard to tell
who plays where."
Unlike some teams who might
have a tendency to lapse mentally. Utah maintained sound
mental stability which proved advantageous in the win. Peralta
said.
Coach John Hubbell was happy
with the play of Malcolm Allen,
who won 6-3, 7-5 over Jan i Koho.
Allen is starting to regain the winning form which suffered a setback due to an injury sustained in
early March.
Tom Sheehan, a winner in his
last two matches, was unable to
play because of a back strain he
suffered Tuesday.
"It’s been kind of uncharacteristic for us to have these injury
problems." Hubbell said.
The Spartans’ only other winner in the singles was Roberto Di Giulio who defeated Johan Hogstedt 6-4,4-6, 6-1.
Paul Carbone and Jeff Neiman
are on a tear in the doubles.
They’ve now won six of seven
matches after retiring Koh() and
Jeff Weichers.
On Friday. the Spartans will
take on Santa Clara.
"Santa Clara will be big,"
Hubbell said. "They’re a pretty
good, solid unit."
Hubbell might be a little worried having to play Santa Clara on
their home court.
"Whenever you play a team on
the road, there’s always the question of whether or not they will be
pumped up," he said.

DaTy stall photographer

Roberto DiGiutio returns the ball from the hack court in the Spartans’ 6-3 hiss to I tab. Di( iulio heat his opponent Johan Hogstedt.

Cal shuts out SJSU 7-0
By Sean Montgomery
Daily staff writer
The Spanans
baseball team
.dropped its fifth straight Wednesday
afternoon in a 7-0 non -conference
lose against 12th -ranked Cal at Berkeley.
SJSU traveled to Evans Diamond
on the Berkeley campus. but it might
as well have been in the Arctic circle. There was no sun to be seen or
felt through the cloud covering, and
the temperature at gametime dipped
into the 50s.
SJSU sent right-hander Al Bacosa
(3-3) to the mound against righthander Travis Willis (7-4).
Willis, who missed his last two
starts because of tendinitis in his
shoulder, didn’t seem to be bothered
by the weather. Willis no-hit the
Spartans in the three innings he
pitched, striking out two and walking one.
Willis was helped by live other
Golden Bear pitchers.
With Wednesday’s loss, the Spartans dropped to one game below
.500 at 23-24. Cal improved its record to 29-15.
Cal scored all the runs necessary
for the win in the first inning.
The Bears’ center fielder Darren
Lewis led off the first inning with a
walk. Lewis went to second on a single by right fielder Brian Scott. John

Kuehl then ripped a single to right,
scoring Lewis.
A fielder’s choice by Cal catcher
Derek Stark allowed the Bears’ second run to cross the plate.
A Spartan error gave Cal another
insurance run in the third inning.
With one out in the third, Scott hit
a ground ball to shortstop Steve Anderson, who went down for the ball
but couldn’t come up with it. The
ball rolled between his legs and into
left field. Kuehl then came to the
plate. Bacosa hung an enticing
3-2 curve hall in front of him and
Kuehl took the pitch deep to right field for a two run homer.
Bears coach Bob Milano told reporters after the game that he was
happy to see Kuehl break out of his
slump, that it was the first time he hit
well in a long time.
Bacosa, who pitched six innings.
gave up eight hits and three walks.
He also gave up six runs (three
earned) and struck out three.
The Spartans scattered only four
hits, all singles. in the game, causing
no damage.
Cal went with a pre -determined

Kentucky begins investigating
money sent to player’s father
LOS ANGELES (AP)
The
University of Kentucky is ins est igating a published report that a package
sent by an assistant coach to the father of a Los Angeles high school
basketball star accidentally opened.
revealing $1,000 in cash.
The Daily News of Los Angeles.
in a copyright story in Thursday’s
editions, said it learned of the package and it contents from employees
of a delivery service.
The player. Chris Mills of Fairfax
High School, signed a letter of intent
Nov. II to accept a basketball scholarship to Kentucky, which was reprimanded last month by the NCAA for
minor violations after a lengthy in-

vestigation of charges that substantial payments were made to players.
Mills, his father and university officials denied knowledge of the
money, the newspaper reported.
But university President David P.
Roselle
issued
the
following
statement Wednesday night:
"There is going to be a morning
story in the L.A. Daily News about
possible new violations of NCAA
rules in our basketball program. We
first heard about the matter on last
Friday evening as a result of a telephone inquiry by a reporter from the
newspaper.
’He gave us only enough information to indicate the possibility of a

serimi. rule infraction. We immediately. began an investigation and in
very short order informed the NCAA
enforcement staff.
"Within a day, we confirmed
enough of the information given to
us by the reporter to be seriously
concerned. At that point, we requested the NCAA staff to join us in
a further investigation ... It is our intention to find out what happened, to
report everything we find to the
NCAA, to take full responsibility for
whatever is proved to have occurred.
NCAA officials said serious penalties could be imposed if the allegation is substantiated.

SJSU

"Written and directed with exuberance and wit by Fran Rubel Kuzui...‘Pop’ introduces
Carrie Hamilton, a hilarious, heartbreaking chameleon...See and Enjoy."

Department of Theatre Arts
Presents

-buy Flatley COSMOPOLITAN

"A satiric fable...a sweet, cocky
love-and-rock story. Carrie
Hamilton reminds me of Judy
Garland as reincarnated in Liza
Minnelli."

SPORTS

game plan of changing pitchers
every couple innings.
Milano decided before the game
that Willis would not pitch more
than 50 pitches, no-hitter or not.
Willis ended the game throwing 42
pitches.
Following Willis on the mound in
the fourth was Willy Warrecker, and
an army of other pitchers including
Scott Morehouse. Mike Mathews.
Dave Stafford and Joe Buckley.
In the last two games, the Spartans have committed a total of eight
errors. five Tuesday against Santa
Clara and three against the Bears.
Bacosa was relieved in the seventh by Eric Cordua, who gave up
two hits and one earned run. He
struck out two in the innings he
pitched.
Kuehl went 2 for 3 and knocked in
three runs for the Bears.
SJSU is in the midst of its worse
losing streak since the seven -game
losing streak back in February. After
that streak, the Spartans found themselves and put a string of nine wins
together.
The Spartans take on the University of Pacific at Municipal Stadium
in a three -game PCAA series this
weekend. Friday’s game begins at 7
p.m. while Saturday’s and Sunday’s
contests are both slated for 1 p.m.
start

Six Award Winning Films
April 19’ - April 21’’

Molly Haskell. VOGUE

"Energy and exuberance must be
bursting from Carrie Hamilton’s
genes. She galvanizes ’Tokyo
Pop,’ a rock to riches saga, into
a one-gamine spectacular."
Bruce Williamson. PLAYBOY
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FREE
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TOKYO

Admission with Reserved Tickets
Call (408)924-4571 or 924-4530

POP

All Showings at Camera 3

AN AMERICAN SUCCESS STORY TO A DIFFERENT BEAT,

San Carlos and Second Street

SPECTRAFILM PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH LORIMAR A KUZUI ENTERPRISES PRODUCTION "TOKYO POP"
STARRING CARRIE HAMILTON UTAD TADOKORO MUSIC BY ALAN BREWER EDITED BY CAMILLA TONIOLO
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY JAMES HAYMAN SCREENPLAY BY FRAN RUBEL KUZUI & LYNN GROSSMAN
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS JONATHAN OLSBERG & KAZ KUZUI PRODUCED BY KAZ KUZUI & JOEL TUBER
4’ j DIRECTED BY FRAN RUBEL KUZUI 131.,677,1 pc ..43:11=4
R
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Wednesday, April 2011’

Tuesday, April 19111
10 30" from Japan
2 00" from Korea

10 30" from New Zealand, Other Halves
Yellow Earth
2’00" from China:

Muddy River
Our Sweet Days of Youth

rIlL CMS AK COMPACT OITCS

Thursday, April 21"

NOW
CALL

PLAYING!

THEATRE.

FOR SHOW! IMES

AMC

ISARATOGA6

OAKRIDGE 6

374-3324

THEATRE 2274800

THEATRE

1030" from Thailand
2 00" from India

AMC

Sponsors:

Gillcable

Hantronix

Butterfly and Flowers
Spices

Metro

Cafe

Gail Jones Sanchez
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be sub
mined on forms in the Daily office.
Dwight Bernet Hall Room MN, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline Jr the next day’s
raper

Bloom County
Street. For information call 773- ’
8631.
Music Department: "A Quiet Evening of Post Industrial Music." 8:15
p.m. in the Music Building Concert
Hall. For information call 924-3407.

287-6254.
Inter -Residence Hall Association:
Moonlight (’ruise ’88 Ticket Sales. 9
a.m.-5 p.m. For information call
924-6188.
Pre-Medical Student Association:
Dr. Mary Kirk speaking on obstetrics and gynecology. 11:30 a.m. in
DH 505.
University Theatre: Dance Theatre
’88. Runs through Saturday. 8 p.m.
For information and tickets call 9244551

/A 1/00/1

TODAY
SJSU Concert Choir: I
( ii
cert. 8:15 p.m. Si. Andress ’s Episcopal Church - 13601 Saratoga
Ave., Saratoga. For information call
924-4333.
Alpha Lambda Delta: Informal Initiation. 7 p.m. Meet at McDonald’s
on Third and San Carlos streets. For
information call 262-9172.
SJSU Sailing Club: Camping trip
on San Luis Reservoir. Starts Friday
evening. For information call 7411971.
Hong Kong Club: Elite Dance
Party. 9 p.m. -2 a.m. Hyatt Hotel at
Union Square. S.F. For information
call 277-8590.
Chinese Engineering Students Association: Bowling event. 4-6 p.m.
S.U. Sugaland. For information call

Berke Breathed
BY ME MY
TO IKE Y0II iv3AY

FUNP-RAI5fN6 CONGEKT
PA MANZI* re, seffsfir
A MAILED NIV377tY,

Clube Lusitania (Portuguese
Club): General meeting. 6 p.m. at ,
POSSO at 1115 E. Santa Clara St.
For information call 262-8044.

NEED

MEDICAL

INSURANCE, We
ha. plans with quality coverage
at aftordable prices Call Mark FII.
Ice Washington National Inoue

414

MONDAY

SJS1. karate Club: Annual Beach
Party. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. For information call 262-3438.
SJSU Campus Democrats: Campaign Skills Workshop. 9 a.m.-1
p.m. Student Union. For information call 280-7225.
Eta Phi Beta Sorority: Spring Tea
honoring Willie Brown Jr. and Judge
LaDoris Hazzard Cordell. 1:30 p.m.
in the S.U. Ballroom. For information call 243-4348.
Beta Alpha Psi: Banquet. 6:30 p.m.
at LOU.... Village on San Carlos

an. (406)943-9190 for a no obi,
gallon quote
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S office or

.11(408)371-6111
WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS. but
that OK We era church
corn
munity that values the individual
search for one’ own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose Hors creative

settlee,
stimulating discussion. & oppor
!unities for social action We are
located at 160 N 3rd SI Join us
Sundays alt1 000, call 292-3856

AUTOMOTIVE

Sheila Neal
NOT EVEN
MELVIN 6E11
COULD HAVE 60T
7HAT WORM
OFF THE HOOK.

mcint cond low 60K miles, orig
owner
45 95
MPG
hwy city
ern trn case Stereo, great buy
82.000 Call 226-0171
it FORD ESCORT GLX, light blue, lexcallont running condition. clean &
affordable 11250 ho
9957 for details

Call

972

’77 HONDA CIVIC Rebuitt engin*. new
parts. nine good. 5450 hi, Call
732.3331. must WV
’76 CHEVY NOVA. Good condition
61200 or best offer Call 732-6438
76 VW RABBIT for sale Engine good
.king $450b0 Call 279-2152.
must WI’
’71 BUG

NEEDS SOME WORK but
overall good re... car $600
286-92521y mess for Pup

COMPUTERS
PC-COM PCCOM PC-COM!.. ’EA
MAT XT compatible. and orc.s
sod.

Located at 2515 S

Road Call 2381038
011 101 SJSU with ID

King

Special 6%

HPISO

PC w 2.3 5
drIves. touch
screen. MS DOS. Lotus & many
more.. bo 270.090210 meg

both peaces Frames avail
Pew. (415) 9841346

Mtn

THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique booklet ore, wecializing
In books on history
current
events. labor, Black Americans.
AsianAnurfficam
Chicanos.
Written by
Blacks. Chicanos. Aians, labor
activists, Marxisis We also have.

possibla Easy method staffs you
earning quickly For Informative
appointment. phone 1415) 862

(415) 927-1115 for more inform.
tion

TIE UP THOSE loo. ends. Earn mars
SS as Inventory counters, Mt pull.
Ors. or stock Marks on short term

FREE RENT

SALARY’ Help Male
quadriplegic LIve-in nice Sunny
vale apt. Don at 730-1461

GRAPHIC ARTISTS NEEDED lor freelance work Must have some we
widen.

with

paste-up. etc
6235

design. layout.
Call Linda at 984

$15,0004611000

Call

(602)838.

8885. eat 4250

dren s book. Located at 950 S
First SI San Jose (3 bliro south of

LIFEGUARDS Seasonal & year round
positions available now Salary
Lifeguards, S5 50-S6 40 hr Pool
managers
57 00.8060 hr
Call
942.2470
LOOKING FOR LUNCH WAITRESS.
Nobel s Japan.. Rostaurant 4th
& Jackson Call 287-5944
MODEL SEARCH! All age., high I salt
km TV comrrwcial print VrOrk
start w L’Agenca, call 374-6090
OT, PT. RN or 7"84 SO 10 10 help die *bled grad w health care AM’
TIT, SS, MWF. 354-7716
PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSMONS
available immediat. 85-08 hr
Northern California Nannles.(4 15)

$2750 firm 2912841 John

HELP WANTED
OPPORTUNITY

with

3rd

largest Insurance company We
mired reliable, stable poop* inter
ested in owning their own Wain.* We provide sales & van
agarnent training & a guerantaed
Income when qualified Coll Darid
Zachar or Dick Adorns al 371.
4663
Learn to
speak In way that helps you to
.hleve your goals Earn Set the
mute lima Evening and weekend
hours You sign up for shifts flt
YOUR

STYLE

ting your term Call 924-1129
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED for nights
end weekends Flexed. hours
For more info call Russell Fume
lure at 435-1344. ask for Janet
COUNSELORS. Group home for pole
tic children Varied hours and
shlft Great Eger for psych & re
rated soc .rolca studont Call M
F 0.5 at 377I494
ISISFOODSERVERS, COOKS. HOST
ESS CASHIERS, and bust.Y
le
always
Merle
Call.dors
anthuelastIc
kokIng for new
workers lo loin our team Apply at
2831 Morriellan A. or call 261
71 30 for appointment
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOt
businers. and invesARS!.
tors seek foreign natIonals wfth
first hand knowledge of economic, busln.s, scientific, and
political condition. in home cot..
try for conetriling oroalatanc For
Info, trond resume to BCS
700 St Marys Pi Sulfa 1400. San
Antonio. Ts 78205 or call (800)
620.2826. Eel 854
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ANS. Int I business. and loves.

TRAINING SPECIALIST Direct care
staff needed for residential facilities for adolescents and young

PAR T.TIME, FULL TIME JOBS Braila... /Nom fee Call BEST Tont
porary Soirvicas. 984-1340 for de
tails

Typists

receptionists

secrotados.
laborers.
Ilia

DIVORCES. BANKRUPT.
CIES & other paralegal docu
relents Secretarial typal pool.
lion. pt time 20 hrs Call 297-4776

PRESCHOOL
TEACHERS
PART
TIME Hrs 2-6PM M-F ECE is re
guff.. pays 56 hr Call 2660683
READER DRIVER. Salary negotiable
For more information call Carl.

lir

TUTOR NEEDED’ Math 71
$51,,

Will pay

DESPERATE. Please call

Michele at 277-8182
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full lima openings for automat.
VAC EOPIAT OPRS on swing
shift. graveyard & weekend shift
IF S.S.M) 9AM to 7 30 PM) Physics, al.tronic or mwhanical
orientation and U S citizen requined

Call

415413-1E100

ext

Mary al 968-1750

Hon sarvima Start this Saturday
Call Orsion Thumb Lawn ServiceSunnyvale at 732-4443

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM, I BATH"
Carport, walk to campus, no pets
S595 rno Call 224.3938216.9140

971.7476, perfect for dorm stint
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, 1 badroom. I
bath, off street parking 1475 Call
224-3939 2584840
agent
FEMALE

licensed

&

ROOMMATE

WANTED

to

shire bedroom in 2 beton apt
Pool laundry new furniture car
pets and tile $200 per month,
$100 deposit Move in May I 7
blks from campus Call 2794850
lor Charron or Susan

Great care*, advanceVarious locations, South
Bay area OualificatIons *mew
slastic person neat appearance
Call or apply in parson 0.7is
Fashion Center Eastridg Mall,
San Jose. sli for Laurie Grey at
138-5701
SALES PT FT financial .rolces

Ex

celionl opportunity Send res.,.
to PO Boo 53347. S J 15153
SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS. FT PT socurfty offl
care all shifts FT PT awning
process ororvws We wIll train
Apply In person Mon-Frl 9AM
IPM 260 Meridian A.. S J .266
5.0

SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts ft pt
18-618 hr to Marl Full bortetlts no
elparience needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
between Icon
& San Tomas Santa Clara Call 727.9713
Blvd

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open.
mg or Varian Imp* Tube Divialon
Requires

2 yrs esparience In
stores O. rec or aqui, plus
ability to lift SO lbs, fork itft certlfe
and

California

dri..

II.

censor Must be U S citly. Call
41 5,193.1900. 10 445
SUMMER
JOBS
START
NOW’
Looking for a work experierre
that will do more than lust pay $S,
Learn businesa 50111, whie work.
ins evenings and or weekends
call MITCH 924.1129 1-9 PM
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL! Estanded
day 12-6 PM daily Must have ECE
units,

good pay berefefits
TODAY 721.9380

Call

TELEMARKETING. Appointment sob
ling Part thne 11200 WE POSS1
BCE DAILY CASH Walking dim
tone. from campus Afternoon 6
shills available Good

evaning

voice & personality Call Jerry at
1118-4526
TELEMARKET

Call Bill. Rob Jon at 2704016

2 DORM apt

ment

care

music’ Michel Productions
provides a wide variety of music
for your wedding, parry or dance

CANVASS

CON.

azE Ivo

APE Pomo

PlAsICIZS,
k:18ECoOCHES,
HWtAGISS,
C IN ’NC
FratT
MCC

WRITING,

RESEARCH

SERVICES

Academic thesis
assistance
Ghostwriting All submcts Goal
ItMd writers Resumes Re-writ.
ing Catalog Berkeley (415) 841
5036

C14 ILL
WT

RELEGATE,c)
-To Ike elle
VErtAx.OT!
10-fr CoePtimi5
Sale ,A4Y5-:
fAiCoNS.1
nfouri
AS MANIC
MIMES
’WC -114E
r7/64o,
CH(CCENI

at reasonable
Call Desiree
or Phil at 249-2820 or 922-7359

CAN’T
KIP Tr.
Dm AS
Ao6rY
AS A
ounalt(
NCWT.,

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

YOUR

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED
professioml. high quality
by
budget pricie fr. inlormation

gum HAL
opEN.No
roculY1

DECEMBER,14169

Call 3711887 ask for SJSU Os

TYPING
AAAAAA

YOU FINALLY FOUND Il
an eaperien.d. affordable, proteseelonal typist! At 90 words a
minute. I can make all your papers
loot and BE Moir beat in no time
at all’ tidy ratios Student disAvail
count P -U & delivery
wknda and evanings Call Linda
280-5161

lor rent nr

campus
security deposit Car

0550 rrie

port, walk to campus. 279-8075
52000 GETS YOU Irvin that no gain
rent & into your own mobile
home Ernie 371.1664 249-5100

PERSONALS
ELECTROlYSIS
CLINIC."
UN
WANTED HAIR removed forever
Confid.tial
335 5
Baywood
Ave . San Jose. call 247.74/6 for
appointment

through
22nd
BOOKSTORE

al

BACKACHE," FREE treatmenl as
part of
research propel if you
have had low P.M pain for more
than 6 month end are 20-55
years old, plea. call Palmer Col.
leg* of ChiropractkWeal at 1408)
244-8907. ext.sion 401
BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving waxing,
lemming m using chemical dwell ton. let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin
MOM tummy moustache etc)
15% discount to students and fat
troy Cell balms May 31 1981 end
get your first &pp at I 2 prIce
Unwanted Halr Disappears With
My Care Gwen Choigron aE
5583500. 1645 5 Baworn, eC
Hair Today Gom Tomorrow

the

81 50 par page double spaced
Aoellable .varn days weekly
Quick turnaround All work par
ante. Thanks
A AA SECRETARY

with compute.
Available negro

and day Rush lobs are my speciality Cell Pam at 1406) 225-

ID Access Data -2814962 ash for
Ter..

5025 225-9009
ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE ACCOMPLISHED Typist Specializing in
including
all .ademic 1yping
APA forrnat, him papers theses
rosurne & cover letters I looli
forward to offering your typing
needs this semester Urtyrabas
I 30 wei ’S00 pm,,
5942

Classified
corned 10 year, typing word proquality
coining perlanc Cellar
printing Very compartill. rat.
Students rec... discount with

Jane 251

CALL LINDA TODAY. Avokl the rush,

accuracy guaranteed Academic
typing our speciality Fret proofing disk storage
Reasonable
Were last, dependable grammar
wisa college grads So call us
with papers, reports. theses lea’
pecially wironce) etc at 2514449
ACADEMIC TYPING WORD PROCE
RESSING TOWNS work
specialty Experience counts. Group
papers welcome Standard & mi
Free
crocasserle trenacription
disk slow* and gam.. STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 years pe-

APA FORMAT. farm paper Meals reel -

proofed

Small business

Quality guaranteed On campus
plckup delivery Call 14061 274.

seription

available
Almaden
Branham sr. 7 days we. Cali

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR. Take ad
yenta. of our roxparti. Top secretarial Komicc or all your WORD
processing mods Graphics, let
tars, manuscripts repoels,
sums, term papers. thews We
also ’,Maki* dist, storage editing.
grammar and spell oho...no
PS Laser printing, Of printing
from your disk Special discount
for f.ufty and students Call
Printys WORDWORNS em 14081
253-WORD or 253-WORK
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Thesis precialista Also berm paws, manuscripts
resumes

screenplays
ropelltive leftera, tom

31144 11... message)

NEED HELP", Call
0
". Exp.
encod proleaabnal typing eery
ice for memo proper group pro
lecr and mae reports Resumes
and cover Milan Free walling
leder quality prenters
check
Comperoi. rates 735-6845 15.1
Sunnyvale
PROFESSIONAL

WORD

PRO

WM storage SPEL CHEM punk
luation. grammar assistance All
work guaranteed For that proles
sional quick & dependable worry

CESSING" 12 years eecreiarisi
...penance No rob i. large Or
Rem
Student
smell
too
$12 SOS, Reg $18 00 lw Hours

Ire. senolca at Its best with AF
FORDABLE RATES. call PAM at

30-5 PM lafternoon hours by
appointment) Call Anna at 972,

247-2681 (Santa Clara) STUDENT

4991

? FACULTY DISCOUNTS’
0000 TYPIST. Reasons.* rates
CaN Eve al 2514285 or 2725033
Will pick-ups. deliver

RESUMES ONLY 525

FREE cool

sultation. FREE delivery Call 258
6287
WRITING Bay
40 years xpe
1 service
Consukoilons
Career
nonce
Seminars All rob areas Carew

RESUMES - TYPING
area

LASERJET OUTPUT Years of ppori
once serving $3JSU faculty and
student. All work guaranteed

ENTERPRISE
Proles.
sional typing & twormess eery,
ices Fasi reasonable, & near the
university Call 2924047

TERM PAPERS BY MAIL" We tale
your draft sit & type you party &
prt down Las., outpui & spelt
proofed Call Dined Pubo al 145

25,4665

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
madernit business legal word
proc.sIng needs Term papers.
’worts. resumes letters group
propels, manuals. Oases etc All
APA Free
academic formats

EDITORIAL

of raports theses etc Laser
prtniar Affordable accurate dependable Only 12 minules from
campus alCiAtip available Sally at

letters

Profeestonal

Canter 1434070
SUCCESS

SERVICE Typing
wroteng assistance. ..Mg. typing

LUCID

WORDPROCESSING
EVERGREEN
Tann papers Of 75 p Obi sp and
malling lists flyers newsletters
Instructor
vroicorm
promo.

word processing,
free disk elorage Quick return all
work guaranteed Cassette Iran

Sp.raireing in word pee., end
word Call PJ el 9212309

copy

edit disc storage Quick turn
around Santa Clara Call 2465825

Reserve now for your term papars group prowls themes. etc

2e4-4504

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT-iefter quality

wription Fr. SPELCHEK

3941. 977.7199 beeper
TYPING."
Call

REASONABLE
PATTI at 14011)

RATES."
246-5633

Santa Clara area
TYPING

Term papers. theses Restones and rush orbs are my epee
cialti. Turn your handwritten
draft inio polished work Bib.graphms toelnores a snap on my
word processor Special student
rates

Phone

2910693

!leave

rnessagol
WORDPROCESSING

REPORTS

M-

ears reproves monci.repts legal
Editing available Have hwo de(pees Reasonable rates Call 171111329
CAMBRIAN
WORD
PROCESSING
AREA" IS yrs ewe... Cheap
and farm $t 25 per page double
sp.. St 75 per pogo
space C011871-9254

lung.*

SPARTAN

SERVICES

removal,

ACKNOWL
EDGEABLE In typing that a lops
Trust TONY. 294-2087 Thanks

rte.. Call Chrystal at 9234461

FREE CAMERA with purchase of Jos
tans Class Ring’ April
lleih

ELECTROLYSIS,

ACHIEVEMENT,

ACCOUNTABILITY,

Close to school

-LARGE CLEAN 001E7 2 bedroom. 2
’math api near campus w secure
parking $650 my. 2711045

Men

PROFESSIONAL

Rfi

Sherman

Lic.sard pont
API TO SUBLET. Largo 1 bdrrn Viet
rian across fon SJSU
Filly
frnahd
3-4 mos
in summer
too
cam for FAT CAT, call

school schedules but must have 2
mornings week opening avail.
abllity. nonsmokers interested

& MANAGEMENT’
Women* fashion boo.

JN’FiCl, It ER)
PUTC5
50: AN011REP
OF ECIAI6
0./ERtoo4iED
Dl tiAJor?
LE,A60E
5Frais!

Charie al 2744099

WEEKENDS.. hr to start Outdoor
sales Lawn aeration end 1.1117.

4 borer house sr many or., great
ar., e nil frm SJS. 0250 - I 4 utls

SALES

Michael

445

GREAT DEAL. 1 mm for rant. garage.

call at 4465636

WAS IT
SOMETHING
I SAID?

.01111

Skibblefritz

with quality photos for less. Bud.
get and diNume packages from
0299 You keep the negatives Call

the

mornings.

i REMEMBER’

I HAVEN’T DONE
MY THOUSAND
PAGE REPORT

r-----’

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES. Li me
capture your wedding InemorNs

early

weekday

-"NOW

I HAVE TO ‘,
DO A, REPORT ,
I
ON THIS
PLAY FOR
NEXT WEEK,

probisms

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of KSJS
You ve got the party. were got

AEI/ FOE is looking tor assistant man
agars full lime & part Orne in our
local stores W. II work around

RETAIL

Math

solved, tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 4 to t ribui Call
(415)796-8497

adults with autism & related dia..
baffles FT PT positions available
Ifornoons. weekends. & overnight
shifts S6-S7 25 it Call for spoil

Lopez and Alex Sheikman

Angelo

1020
MATH-PHONE

AAAA.ACCURACY,

9482133

tiques

280) Call 294-2130 for hours
1987 KAWASKI JET SKI, red. appr 20
hrs like new Ouick turn steering

assignments NDWE Call us al
Tailored Inventory 749-0240 Monday through Frklay

cations & information 3744224

LANDSCAPING WRK 2-3 days wk
Flax hra 175
per day plus gas
Must be clean cut very dependable have own truck ror hitch Call
Paul (415)964-2985 or 2260561

Marxism

In English, Soviet Mots In itee social sciences You won’t find our
books, posters and records In
other stores In the valley in acIdi
lion we have fiction end chil.

CHANGE

THEATRE ATTENDANT needed Fled.
We hours. FREE movies Workday afternoons
eras C.lury
2516. 1694 Saratoga A.. San
Joao

PREPARE

MATTRESS SETS’ NEW’ TWIN 585
full 595 queen $145, king $10410’

CAREER

LEARN HOW TO EARN MONEY My
mist.. Makes steady income

ISSSfor smart pre-professional students with minimal spare lima
flopre.nt the nations loading
Tete Prep Company Be Kaplan
Studenl Rep. Earn your tuition for
the GMAT. LSAT, MCAT or the
GRE and more’ Call Jessica at

Marks

FOR SALE

woman.

Marty Diamond, Shearson Cabman Hutton at 947-2258

tory
TELEMARKETING

ISN’T THIS
ITS
A Q.PE AT ’GREAT.’
,
PLAY?
YININfr

thin lens.. for high power Re
Open 7 days a week Insurance
and Medea’ are warmly wel
corn. SJSU students & staff al.
ways have IP% oft Call lor appt
now.. 405 E Santa Clara Sr at
9th. call 995-04/6 We speak Viet
name.. Spanish A Chinese

HIRING!’ Government lobs, your ar.
Many
immediate
openIng

83 DODGE OMNI. 4spel. 44r, clean,

CERTS, FUN’ Work for Thomas
Jefferson Up to $20 hr aftrn
eves Downt S J groat cause. Call
Ray el 947.7775 Help make his

FOR
STOCKB ROKER.
part -lime
evenings.
$7 50 hr salary plu bonus Cell

Info, sand resume to BCS Int I,
700 St Marys P1, Suite 1400. Son
Antonio Tx 78205 or call (800)
842-5254

AID

611111,--a\

Clube Lusitania: Demonstration of
Portuguese folk dancing. Noon at , Isaac Newt
the S.U. Amphitheater. For informal- ’
tion call 262-8044.
AIESEC: Presentation by U.S.
General Accounting Office. 2:30-3
p.m. in S.U. Almaden Room. For
information call 924-3453.
AIESEC: Alternate general meeting
with guest speaker. 2-3 p.m. in S.U.
Almaden Room. For information
call 924-3453.
SJSU SANE/FREEZE: Awareness
Film Festival. 12:30 p.m. in S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 224-8408.

SATURDAY

tots sae* foreign nationals with
first hand knowledge of *conornk. busimss. cientific and
political conditions in home coon.
try for consulting assistance For

’5UPE-gta

It’ND-NY

Dumbar Pig

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ow-

-

Classified
GARAGE SALE!! SATURDAY, 10-2 PM
at KAPPA DELTA, 278 S 10th St
inquire. call 279-9035!

MY 600
PORE ARE
/40174f7
75,64"

AI FEW 1112191 #rr A 5A6’CIAC

Prof....al HAIR
only permanent

Print Your Ad Here
ICamt appecoomatetv .301etters and spaces for Nell Me/

Ad Rates
Minimum nate lines on one day
Two
Three
One
Day
Days
Days
3 l. ines $355 $435 $475
4 Ines $435 $5 15 $555
51.1,305 $515 $6 00 . $635
6 Lines $595 $6130 $715
E ach Addrbonal Imp Add $ 60

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

11_11111111111111111111111111111

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$105
$120
$135

1111111111111111111111111111111
11111111_L_1111111111111111111111
1111_1_1_1111111_111111111111111111
Pont Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines 546 00
10- 14 Lines $63 00
15 Plus Lines $8000
Phone: 424-3277

method AM aeout the ...HI
dlacounl for Spring Compilmen-

Address

Phone

City 8 State

Zip

Enclosed is $

For

Days

linen

Hry consulation by appointment
Call 2064931.
EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame and lens. from $37’ Dr
Chrialophiff Cabrera 00 Overtly
and fest work* at extremely low
price Complete we exam induce
log glaucoma crock complete
contact Ion. nen.0* for family

Circle a Classification:
Announcements
Help Wanted
Automotive
Housing
Computers
Lost and Found
For Sate
Personals

$END DIEM. MONTY OMEN

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

asailled Dud Lamed WON OMNI

OK CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose Suits Universny
San Jose. Calif ornW 95192

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publIcatfon dates only
No refunds on cancelled ode

Fashion frame. and aunglas.
by rho loading designers Super
acD
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Shroud: Mystery abounds

Matthew E Durham Daily staff photographer
rollfilaill remains arid vi It ile

I

administration and the Associated Students Board of Directors decide its future

Fountain: Spout stays dry while A.S. decides future
Frullt Insge

I

that the A.S. contribute S15.(0(), or
even match the seniors dollar -for"I would hope you would bring in
other parts of the university." she
said.
The plan includes using Wilds
from alumni to initiate the telemarketing campaign, which Brown said
Wednesday could include the telephoning of 8.500 seniors.
Ringe again presented the A.S.
ith a redesign of the fountain which
would go beyond eliminating the
pool of water to reduce liability.
week Ringe showed the
board photographs of a fountain in
Los Gatos he described as "very
aesthetically pleasing." He said that
Last

Fullerton asked him to go and look at
the fountain. but Wednesday said the
Los Gatos fountain was ’ ’not necessarily the administration’s version.
"I just think she thinks it’s a very
attractive design," Ringe said
W.:dnesday.
Ringe did present the hoard with
preliminary financial projections for
basic renovations and also for a new
design with enhancements, lighting,
landscaping and seating.
The basic redesign would cost
about $26,000 and the new design
would cost about $65.1100.
A.S. President Michael McLennan said Thursday that he supports
the less expensive design at this
point.
"I’ll have to examine the two de -

Pool: Tournament held
/
/
30 from Royce and IS from Hoover.
Only t is e of the players were female.
one of which is still playing but is
out of the running for the trophy.
Though Heather Lockwood, a dance
major, no longer has a chance to
win, "she is sweeping through the
losing bracket." Mariant said.
The most surprising aspect of the
tournament. in Mariant’s view. is
the positive attitude it has received.

" I here has been esellent sportsmanship. There is a good turnout for
all the games and there is ta lot on
supporting and cheering.

Nursing

V. Manson, special project coordinator, hut few have turned in plans
to handle an event like this exercise.
"Any building coordinator can
have the building eacuated as part
of a drill." he said
All they have
iii di is 01111:10

/Mg(

I

drill herself.
All buildings on campus have
I lit, illiwrtlinator.. said Harold

Mariant hopes the tournament will
be a long-lasting annual event and
will extend to the other residence
halls.
"We have people committed to
running it for the next few years at
least, he said.

Airline passengers:
1 1 th day in captivity
ALGIERS. Algeria (API
Thirty-two passengers remained
trapped inside a hijacked Kuwaiti
jumbo jet for the 11th day. Friday
and Algerian mediators said attempts
to negotiate an end to the ordeal had
reached a stalemate.
Negotiations were suspended after
mediators were unable to persuade
Kuwaiti officials to meet the hijacker,’ demands, a ranking Algerian official said. Talks with the hijackers
were called off at 11:45 pin.
Wednesday (6:45 p.m. EDT) to give
negotiators time to rest, and there
w as no sign of a breakthrough.
The hijackers, thought to number
about eight. are armed with grenades
and guns and base threatened to
blow up the plane and kill their hostages.
The Algerian mediation team.
headed by Interior Minister Hedi
Khediri, and a delegation of nine
Kuwaiti officials led by Mohammed
Saud Al-Osaimi, a deputy foreign
minister, were expected to meet
again today.
The Algerians .net at least twice
on Wednesday with the hijackers,
who have killed two hostages in a
bid to force Kuwait to free 17 proIranian extremists jailed for bombing
the U S. and French embassies in
Kuwait in 1983.
Kuwait has refused and its defense
minister. Sheikh Nawal Al Ahmed
Al Sabah. on Wednesday affirmed
his country’s "unwavering and principled stance of rejecting blackmail." Kuwait’s news agency reported.
"If they merely wanted to restate
their known position. there was no
need for them to send their highlevel delegation to Algiers," an Algerian official told The Associated
Press on condition he not be further
identified.
He said Kuwait’s "intransigence"
had brought the negotiations to a
standstill. The remarks appeared to
confirm unofficial reports that Algeria was trying to pressure Kuwait
into a more flexible position.
Food and water were taken

Wednesday afternoon to the blue and -white Boeing 747, which the hijackers call the "plane of martyrdom. It baked under the North African sun on an isolated patch of
tarmac at Houari Boumedienne airport.
At 7 a.m. Thursday t2 a.m.
EDT). the hijackers agreed to allow
the jet to he moved about half a mile
to allow the plane of Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda to land safely
for a state visit.
Asked by the control tower if the
plane might he mined. the hijackers
replied. "No problem. no problem." But they insisted their plane
be returned to the same position
later.
The Kuwait Airways jumbo jet
was hijacked April 5 on a flight from
Bangkok to Kuwait with 112 people
aboard. It was diverted to Mashhad.
Iran, where 57 people were freed.
then Larnaca. Cyprus, where the hijackers killed two Kuwaiti hostages
and freed 13 passengers. On Tuesday, the hijackers forced the plane to
Algeria. Three members of the extensive Kuwaiti royal family remain
aboard.
One freed passenger who returned
to Kuwait from Cyprus. Adnan
Rashi Majiki. told the AP six gunmen took over the aircraft and another joined them in Iran.
Another passenger. Ramadan Ali,
told the NBC’s "Today" show
Wednesday the gunmen also were
supplied with new weapons, explosives and ropes while in Iran.
PLO leader Yasser Arafat, in an
interview on Wednesday with Cable
News Network from North Yemen,
said some of the gunmen are Lebanese and "some of them belong to
the Iranian government."
He told reporters "I hope this will
be the last stage of the voyage," but
the Kuwait daily Al Waren quoted
Arafat saying: "I don’t think this operation will come to an end in Algiers." The Palestine Liberation Organization has been involved in
negotiations with the hijackers from
the start.

signs more carefully, though," he
said.
The Los Gatos design includes a
large mound of concrete covered
with cobblestones. Water spurts
front the mound.
McLennan said he favors moving
ahead with fundraising effons, and
determining the design of the fountain later.
Dan McIntosh. director of academic affairs and one senior supporting the plan, said he also approves of
moving ahead with fundraising.
"I don’t see any reason why we
can’t go ahead with campus fountain

fiscal action.’’ he said.
Ringe said Fullerton shares that
view.
"The president is eager to go forward with some kind of fountain
project," he said.
But with the end of the class of
I988’s SJSU careers nearing and
many questions about the fountain
redesign plan unanswered, it is not
known if the administration and the
senior class will he able to get the
project underway before summer.
In the meantime, except for occasional rains, the fountain will remain
dry.

Panel

today. with the presentation of ’’ Extremities." The film. which discusses the issue of what constitutes
rape. will be shown in the Allen Hall
studs lounge at 7:30 p.m,

From page I
man of Residential hie’s Date Rape
Education and Programming Committee.
Committee members Connie Harding. a Washburn Hall resident adviser, and Matthew Schmuck. a
West Hall resident adviser, facilitated the discussion.

FrIon page I
now been reduced to three for some
very nebulous reasons. Harbottle
said.
One excuse the Vatican gave was
to conserve the material.
"It hardly seems likely that conserving the material could he the real
reason." Harbottle said.
At one time, a fire burned holes in
the cloth which was patched by
nuns. Harbottle said there probably
is enough cloth underneath the
patches to supply samples to seven
labs without ruining the cloth.
"No attempt has been made to see
the amount of material underneath
the burn patches," he said.
Before researchers can date the
shroud, they must launder it to remove layers of soot, dust, dirt and
other foreign particles that have accumulated over the years. Each
piece is treated with chemicals that
won’t leave behind deposits.
"Pre-treatment is very tricky."
Harbottle said.
Any material left behind on the
cloth could confuse the results. For
example, in one experiment six
pieces of mummies’ cloth were sent
to six labs for analysis. Most results
agreed except one, which came out
to he RXX) years off from the other
live due to a piece of modern

material on the sample.
Harbottle said that even a small
thread of some modern material
could throw off the results.
He said that with only three labs,
one discrepancy could raise questions of the validity of the test.
"How will we know which is
right or wrong with only three
tests?" he said, adding that the results would be "statistically indefensible.
"It seems almost as though the
Church is stacking the deck against
coming up with a definite answer,"
Harbottle said.
Originally, all tests were to be
conducted as blind experiments
the researchers would not know
whether they had a piece of the real
shroud or another kind of material.
When the number of labs participating in the study was reduced from
seven to three, the blind portion of
the experiment was also eliminated.
Each of the three labs will now receive a piece of the shroud. Harbottle said this presents a temptation
for investigators to consult with each
other by telephone and deliberately
try to make their results corroborate.
Harbottle said he expects the results to date the shroud around the
13ms. around the time of the Crusades.

Field: Coach concerned
From page I
on the stadium, but I am still concerned about the field and what it
will look like come football season." Gilbert said. "They say the
field is safe and I hope that’s the
case.’
Cady looked into what had been
done at other stadiums. Hoffman
said, since this show has traveled all

over the country and the conclusion
was that the field suffers little or no
damage.
Attendance on Saturday is expected to be between 15.0(8) and
17,0(8) people in the 30.000-seat stadium. The show starts at 8 p.m. Saturday night and runs on again Sunday beginning at 2 p.m.
Ticket prices are $14 the day of
the show.

Protestors rally

No one was arrested or injured in
EUREKA API About 75 prothe protest. according to the Humtesters opposed to the clear-cutting boldt County sheriffs office. The
of ancient Humboldt County red- demonstration, which included some
woods disrupted Pacific Lumber Earth First members, was billed as a
Co.’s logging operations for an hour move to stop the "illegal" cutting of
Wednesday.
the trees on a 54 -acre stand.

"An entertaining whodunit with Peter Ustinov in fine form."
Michael Medved SNEAK PREVIEWS

Initial attendance for the panel
discussion was limited to two or
three, but the Hoover Hall study
lounge contained some 40 people by
the close of the forum.
Several panel members were very
candid about their reasons for participating in the discussion by sharing
their experiences of being in a date rape situation.
It is unfortunate that "the people
that need to hear about (acquaintance
rape) don’t come,’ panelist Amber
Walker said.
Date Rape Awareness Weck ends

Absence
From page I
approval for a motion to pass." Cellini said.
Both items were added to the
agenda for the following week.
In order for a spot on the hoard to
be "declared vacant." the member
must have three or more consecutive
absences or a Iolal of rour absences
for the year.
When asked if he knew any members that are in jeopardy of losing
their spots. Cellini said, "I’m not
aware of any."

IRS attempts
to compensate
for bad advice
I AP) The
WASHINGTON
IRS, which has been giving wrong
answers to about 28 of every 1(8)
telephoned fax questions. toda offered taxpayers some tips on how to
avoid penalties for following such
wrong advice.
Penalties imposed for late filing of
a return, negligence or failure to pay
taxes due may be waived if taxpayers can show reasonable cause for
their actions that led to the penalties,
the Internal Revenue Service said.
The IRS said that in weighing
whether a taxpayer who got erroneous advice acted reasonably, it
will consider:
Whether the taxpayer tried to
get the correct answer to a tax question from tax forms. instructions or
official publications.
The actual question asked of
and specific facts given to an IRS
telephone "assister.’
The specific answer given the
taxpayer.
The agency indicated the taxpayer’s case would be helped if he or
she took down the name of the employee who gave the bad advice and
the date and time of the call.
The IRS said it is unlikely to
waive penalties for paying taxes with
a had check or for understating tax
liability by more than $5,000.
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